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Abstract—Large scale mapping of snow water equivalent
(SWE) is a long-lasting request in many scientific and economi-
cal fields. Active and passive microwave remote sensing methods
are explored, as local methods cannot be generalized due to the
spatial inhomogeneity of the snow pack. Microwaves interact with
snow by absorption, scattering, and refraction. For dry snow of
a few meters depth and frequencies below 20 GHz, absorption
and scattering in the snow volume are negligible compared with
the backscattered energy from the underlying ground. The sig-
nal delay caused by refraction can be measured with differential
radar interferometry, but phase wrapping errors and temporal
decorrelation must be considered. We demonstrate that large
ΔSWE can be accurately determined from dense time series of
differential interferograms at X- and Ku-band by temporal inte-
gration. Lost phase cycles are reconstructed with a two-frequency
approach. Temporal decorrelation is minimized by a temporal
resolution of 4 h. A linear function between ΔSWE and phase
difference is derived, which deviates only a few percent from
the exact solution and which depends negligibly on snow den-
sity and stratigraphy. ΔSWE retrieved from observations of the
SnowScat instrument (SSI) were validated against observed SWE
from different reference instruments, installed at a test site near
the town of Sodankylä, Finland. An accuracy below ±6 mm SWE
was achieved at frequencies of 10 and 16 GHz for up to 200 mm of
ΔSWE. An exceptionally high temporal coherence was observed
for up to 30 days for dry snow, whereas for wet snow it decayed
within hours.
Index Terms—Coherence loss, dielectric constant of snow, dif-
ferential interferometry (D-InSAR), dry snow, microwave pen-
etration of snow, real aperture radar, SnowScat, snow water
equivalent (SWE), synthetic aperture radar (SAR).
I. INTRODUCTION
S NOW WATER EQUIVALENT (SWE) is an elementaryinput parameter for glacier mass balance estimates and
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hydrological runoff models. Determination of SWE over large
areas using satellite remote sensing remains challenging, and
current satellite-based methodologies [2] are on par with land
surface model estimates driven by atmospheric reanalysis data
[3]. SWE is defined as the depth of water which would be






According to (1), SWE can be determined in situ and
destructively by measuring snow depth (SD) Zs and the depth
dependent density ρs(z) relative to the volumetric mass den-
sity of water ρw. The snow density, which is measured in the
field by weighing a defined snow volume, is approximated by
ρs(z) = ρice · fv(z), the product of the volumetric mass density
ρice and the ice volume fraction fv(z).
In situ methods to determine SWE nondestructively are
often based on sensors buried below the snow pack and which
measure pressure, gamma radiation, or acoustic signal delays
[4]–[6].
In contrast to in situ methods, remote sensing techniques
allow coverage of large areas. Not only airborne methods based
on the absorption of gamma radiation [7]–[10] but also passive
space-borne sensors based on the microwave emission of the
snow pack [2], [11], [12] have a coarse spatial resolution on
the kilometer-scale. Nevertheless, passive microwave sensors
represent the current state-of-the-art of SWE retrieval meth-
ods; these sensors are applied operationally to generate daily
estimates of SWE [2], [12].
For high-resolution SWE mapping, synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) sensors with a resolution on the meter-scale are interest-
ing candidates. Differential SAR interferometry (D-InSAR) has
evolved into a common tool to detect small surface elevation
changes over large areas with a vertical accuracy of a few mil-
limeters [13], [14]. This accuracy is achievable by measuring
the signal delay relative to the radar wavelength.
Snow also causes a signal delay that can be measured by
differential interferometry. For dry snow (T < 0 ◦C, no liquid
water content present), the main energy is reflected at the snow-
ground interface. However, the reflected signal is delayed by
the snow volume due to its refractive index, which, in turn,
depends on snow density. It has been shown in literature that
the measured phase difference is proportional and very sensi-
tive to small changes ΔSWE [15]. Unfortunately, the need of at
least two acquisitions separated by a temporal baseline makes
D-InSAR techniques susceptible to atmospheric disturbances
and loss of coherence [16], [17]. Even when the coherence is
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high enough, so that the phase difference related to snow can
be analyzed, local deformations caused by soil freezing [18],
atmospheric effects [19], and even just rough soil covered by a
transparent dielectric layer [20] can impede a successful SWE
estimation. Furthermore, the high sensitivity to SWE can cause
phase wrapping problems as a ΔSWE of 3.3 cm corresponds
to a full phase cycle at C-band [15]. Despite these problems,
research about successful SWE estimation has been published.
Rott et al. [21] applied airborne data at L-band from October
to February and retrieved SWE values matching measured SD
data from weather stations in the region, using snow free corner
reflectors as a phase reference. At C-band, the autumn–winter
coherence was lost, but a change in SWE after snowfall could
be detected, by comparing two ERS acquisitions separated by
6 days [21]. Limited by a rapid loss of coherence, D-InSAR
applications for snow focus on short-term effects like detection
of wind-drift patterns affecting the mass distribution of snow
[22], [23]. To overcome the phase-wrapping problem, delta-k
methods have been suggested [24], [25]. However, these are
still affected by coherence loss due to a large temporal baseline.
Having a large set of SAR acquisitions available, small baseline
subset techniques (SBAS) have been developed to get a high
temporal and spatial resolution for deformation monitoring
[26]. For regions with a very high temporal decorrelation, like
snow- or wetland-covered areas, SBAS techniques have been
refined to small temporal baseline subsets (STBAS) to mini-
mize the temporal decorrelation [27], [28]. Short-time series
of retrieved ΔSWE have been reported using ground-based
acquisitions at C-band with a temporal baseline of 14 min [29].
In this paper, we present a method to derive ΔSWE over
entire winter seasons from dense time series of coherent radar
acquisitions. The method is based on differential interferome-
try which applies to both real aperture and synthetic aperture
radar systems. A two frequency approach is used to reconstruct
lost phase cycles from phase-wrapping. Decorrelation is mini-
mized by a fast sampling interval of the used radar acquisitions.
The presented method is insensitive to short-term phase fluctu-
ations, as these are removed by integrating the phase difference
over time. We show that the integrated phase difference depends
almost linearly on ΔSWE and is almost independent on snow
density and stratigraphy. Thanks to the linear dependence, the
integrated phase difference can be accurately inverted to obtain
ΔSWE. The proposed method is demonstrated and validated by
measurements of the SnowScat instrument (SSI), a terrestrial
real aperture radar system. Time series ΔSWE(t) determined
over four winter seasons were validated against observed SWE
from different reference instruments on the ground.
II. INSTRUMENT AND EXPERIMENT
The method to integrate differential interferograms, as
described later in this paper, was applied on radar acquisitions
collected by the SSI. The data were acquired at a test site near
the town of Sodankylä in northern Finland between October
2009 and May 2013. The SSI was developed and built to ana-
lyze the backscatter response of snow within the ESA ESTEC
project KuScat Contract no. 42000 20716/07/NL/EL. Results
obtained from the SSI were validated with field measurements,
Fig. 1. The SSI with two horn antennas can rotate around the vertical axis
(azimuth) and can illuminate different elevation angles θ.
TABLE I
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS OF THE SSI
supported by the Nordic Snow Radar Experiment (NoSREx),
ESA ESTEC contract 22671/09/NL/JA/ef which formed a part
of phase-A studies for the CoReH2O mission [30].
A. SnowScat: Instrument Description and Experimental Setup
The SSI was manufactured as a fully polarimetric, coher-
ent, continuous-wave stepped-frequency radar by the GAMMA
Remote Sensing AG [31], [32]. Mounted on a 9-m high tower,
the system can rotate around a vertical axis (azimuth) and can
change the elevation angle θ (schematically shown in Fig. 1).
Technical specifications of the instrument are given in Table I.
The instrument calibration, done once per campaign, consisted
of the instrument characterization in an anechoic chamber and
an additional characterization in the field. A calibration loop,
made of an attenuator which connects the antenna feeding
cables, is used to correct for internal system drifts and gain vari-
ations. A metallic sphere with a diameter of 25 cm was used
as an external reference target to verify the instrument per-
formance during the whole time of the experiment. A second
reference target, a metallic plate, was used from October 2011
until June 2013. During the acquisition period of 4 years, the
exact antenna position was changed by a few mm due to system
maintenance.
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Fig. 2. The SSI was mounted on a 9-m high tower and scanned the two sectors
every 4 h. The reference target (sphere) can be located behind a tree; the other
reference target (metallic plate) is hidden behind the trees close to sector 2. The
GWI and the snow pit are located about 10 m from sector 1. The AWS is located
500 m north of the test site. Some passive microwave sensors are located on a
lower tower next to the sphere.
B. Data Acquisitions and Test Site Description
A measurement sequence was run every 4 h autonomously
by the SSI based on a preprogrammed acquisition schedule.
One measurement sequence started with an acquisition of the
reference target (sphere), then a scan of both sectors of the
test site with different azimuth and elevation angles and ended
with another acquisition of the reference target. Both sectors
are shown in Fig. 2 together with the position of the reference
sphere.
As shown in Fig. 3, the two sectors were divided into subsec-
tors of 6◦ according to the beam width of the instrument. Each
subsector was measured with four different elevation angles θ
from 30◦ to 60◦. All data were acquired in full polarization
mode (HH, VV, VH, HV).
The backscatter signal, averaged over all available acquisi-
tions during the dry snow period of winter 2012/2013, is shown
in Fig. 3(left) as a polar plot. Some subsectors of sector 2
(θ = 40◦ . . . 60◦ for az = −142◦. . . −148◦ as well as −166◦)
were disturbed by trees, especially at lower frequencies where
the beam width was larger. These subsectors were excluded
from the analysis. The trees are also visible in the shaded relief
obtained from terrestrial three-dimensional (3-D)-laser scans
[Fig. 3(right)].
Both sectors of the test site contain mineral soil covered
by low lichen, moss, heather, and some tree stumps. During
the whole time of the experiment, sector 1, the “soil sec-
tor,” remained in its natural state. On 23-08-2011, sector 2
was smoothed, filled with sand, and covered by a metallic
mesh. The mesh shielded the underlying soil to isolate purely
snow-specific effects.
C. Meteorological Instruments
Several meteorological instruments were installed at the test
site (Fig. 2). An automatic weather station (AWS), located
Fig. 3. Left: average backscatter signal for the winter 2012–2013 at 13.5 GHz
(bw = 4.4 GHz) shown in the Lexicographic representation [RGB = (HH, XX,
VV)]. Both sectors were scanned with four different elevation angles θ. For
each θ, the antenna pattern appears as a concentric circle. The sectors are
defined by their azimuth-angles. The reference targets are visible at az = −107◦
(sphere) and az = −132◦ (plate) as white dots at near range (10.2 and 11.8 m).
Sector 2 shows some backscattering from trees (az = −142◦, −148◦, and
−166◦). Right: shaded relief computed from terrestrial laser scanner data (08-
10-2010). The left site of sector 1 is about 1 m higher than sector 2. The grid
indicates the range and azimuth coordinate system of the instrument. Ellipses
show the −3 dB antenna footprints at 9.2 GHz (white) and 17.8 GHz (black).
500 m north of the SSI, measured SD, air temperature, wind
speed, precipitation, and other meteorological parameters once
per minute. In a snow pit near the instrument, SWE and snow
density were measured manually at least once per week. The
gamma water instrument (GWI), an experimental instrument to
measure SWE, was located close to the snow pit about 10 m
from sector 1. The GWI determined SWE by absorption of
gamma radiation in the snow pack from a radiation source
below the snow cover. Daily mean values were calculated to
obtain statistically significant results from the gamma counts.
The daily mean values were calibrated with manual SWE mea-
surements from the snow pit. Additionally to the GWI, SWE
was also determined from the accumulated precipitation mea-
sured by the AWS. Owing to the spatial distance between both
instruments, the AWS data showed some systematic deviation
from the GWI data. SWE derived from the SSI was in best
accordance with SWE measured by the AWS and GWI, when
the data of both instruments were combined into a synthetic
reference (for details, see Section VI-A).
D. SnowScat as an Interferometer
The SSI was developed with the primary purpose to ana-
lyze backscatter properties of snow. However, in this section
we demonstrate that the instrument, which was constructed as
a coherently operating radar, can also be used for interferomet-
ric measurements. The long-term phase drifts and daily phase
fluctuations are small enough to keep the measurement error of
SWE well below 6 mm as shown below.
To determine the phase stability of the system, the range
variations Δr = R(t)−Rref between the reference sphere and
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Fig. 4. Range variations R(t)−Rref between the SSI and the reference target
(sphere) measured by differential interferometry (black line) and by identifying
the peak in the backscatter signal of the sphere (gray line). Both lines show
daily averages. Vertical lines separate measurement periods between mainte-
nance events (e.g., remounting the instrument). Rref for each period is given in
Table II. The raw data from individual interferometric measurements (thin gray
lines in the background) show daily variations during spring season.
TABLE II
REFERENCE DISTANCE RREF BETWEEN THE SPHERE AND THE SSI
The root-mean-square error (RMSE) and maximum error for |R(t)−Rref| are
listed.
the instrument were analyzed by differential interferometry. A
fixed reference distance Rref measured from the instrument to
the sphere was defined for each measurement period, defined as
the time between two maintenance events. During maintenance,
Rref changed by a few millimeter to centimeter (Table II), when
the instrument was remounted or cleared from snow. Between
two maintenance events, the range to the sphere R(t) deviated
less than ΔR = 5 mm from Rref (Fig. 4, black line. Tabel II
shows numerical results).
A range displacement Δr causes an error in SWE estimation.
To estimate this error, the following formulation is provided: a
refractive medium with permittivity  and thickness Δz would
increase the optical path length by Δr = Δz(
√
− 1). For
snow, with a homogeneous density, this term can be rewritten
using (1) as





where the factor ρw/ρs · (
√
− 1) can by approximated by
0.82± 0.04 [see (3)]. Consequently, a range uncertainty Δr
of 5mm would correspond to an uncertainty of ΔSWE =
Δr/0.82 ≈ 6mm.
The range-variations derived from differential interferometry
were also compared with range-variations, determined by ana-
lyzing the backscatter signal. Thanks to the large bandwidth of
the system (bw = 8.6GHz), it was possible to focus the signal
with a range-resolution of 17 mm. At this resolution, the peak
position in the backscatter signal of the sphere was determined
with subpixel accuracy. The results differ from the results
obtained by differential interferometry less than 1.5 mm (black
vs. gray line in Fig. 4). From the difference of 1.5 mm between
the interferometric and the backscatter analysis, we conclude a
long-term phase stability less than 1.5mm/(2λ) ≈ 12◦ (using
the central frequency of 13.5 GHz). The short-term drifts of
±5mm are attributed to movements of both the instrument
tower and the mast of the reference sphere.
Between March and September, the distance to the reference
target showed daily variations of 3–4 mm (gray vertical lines in
the background of Fig. 4). The distance to the target was typ-
ically a few millimeter larger in the morning hours. The same
variations were also observed for the secondary reference tar-
get, the metallic plate (data not shown). The daily variations
appear when air temperatures are close to or above the tem-
perature of the heat sink. As the daily variations are periodic,
they do not affect the long-term stability of the phase and do,
therefore, not affect the accuracy of SWE estimation.
III. PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SNOW
A. Microwave Interaction With Snow
The relevant processes of snow-microwave interaction
depend on both the macroscopic snow permittivity and the
internal snow structures larger than a few millimeters. The
macroscopic, relative permittivity ε = − j′′ is determined by
subwavelength structures of the snow volume. Dry snow can be
described as a mixture of ice and air, whereas wet snow contains
additionally a certain fraction of liquid water [37].
The real part  determines the signal delay for dry snow and
is composed of the permittivities of ice and air. Both permittivi-
ties have almost no frequency dependence between 10 MHz and
100 GHz [38]–[41]. In this range,  depends only, slightly non-




⎩1 + a1ρs + a3ρ
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The constants are given by a1 = 1.5995 cm3/g, a3 =
1.861 cm9/g3, ρice = 0.917 g/cm
3
, h = 1.005, and ice =
3.179 (adapted from [43]).
The imaginary part ′′ determines the penetration depth and
specifies if snow appears transparent, absorbing or just as a
reflecting surface. In an absorbing medium, the penetration
depth δ is defined by Beer–Lambert’s law I(x) = I0e−x/δ ,
which describes the decay of intensity I with propagation dis-
tance x. For wet snow, the absorption is very sensitive to the
liquid water content mv [42], so that δ decreases to 3 m for
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Fig. 5. Left: real part of permittivity  versus snow density ρs. Right: frequency-
dependence of penetration depth δ at ρs = 0.3 g/cm3 for different volumetric
water contents mv (solid lines) and grain sizes (dashed) defined by the expo-
nential correlation coefficient pex (mm). The optical grain diameter D0 is about
an order of magnitude larger: pex ≈ 0.16 . . . 0.4D0 [44]. The dotted line indi-
cates a penetration depth of 2 m. The frequency range in which the SSI operates
is shaded in gray.
mv = 0.01% and to 4 cm for mv = 1% at 16 GHz. Compared
to 16 GHz, the penetration depth increases by two orders of
magnitude at 1 GHz. For dry snow, the absorption is very weak,
resulting in penetration depths of 10–20 m for ρs = 0.3 g/cm3
at 16 GHz and can reach several hundreds of meters for fre-
quencies below 1 GHz. The penetration depth over frequency
is plotted for different water contents in Fig. 5(right), accord-
ing to the microwave emission model of layered snowpacks
(MEMLS), [43], [45]. In order to apply our method on the
data of the SSI, which operates between 9.2 and 17.8 GHz,
penetration and consequently dry snow with mv < 0.01% is
required.
Volume scattering, which would decrease the penetration
depth, can be neglected, as long as dielectric inhomogeneities
(ice lenses and pipes, density variations) contained in the
snow volume are much smaller than the radar wavelength.
The dashed lines in Fig. 5(right) show the penetration depth
due to volume scattering for different snow grain sizes. The
optical grain diameter D0 is related to the exponential corre-
lation coefficient pex ≈ 0.16 . . . 0.4D0 as shown in [44] and is
equivalent to pec used in MEMLS [43]. The largest values of
pex ≈ 0.3mm were observed for depth hoar [44]. Ice inclusions
on the centimeter-scale, depth hoar, or clumpy snow fallen from
vegetation are assumed to be the main sources for surface or
volume scattering at frequencies below 20 GHz.
B. Snow Density
The propagation speed of microwaves in dry snow depends
on snow density. The density ρs as used in (1) and (3) was
defined by the product of ice volume fraction fv and ice
density ρice. Note that ρs approximates the volumetric mass
density of snow ρsnow = ρice · fv + ρair · (1− fv) by neglecting
the density of air ρair. Snow density, which is measured in the
field by weighing, results in ρ′s = fv · (ρice − ρair) due to the
buoyancy in air and approximates consequently ρsnow as well.
However, both approximations deviate less that 0.002 g/cm3
from ρsnow. Hence, they do not affect SWE measurements
significantly.
For fresh snow, the density ranges between 0.03 and
0.12 g/cm
3 [46], [47]. The density increases by settling and
metamorphosis with time, so that densities of 0.2–0.5 g/cm3
are commonly observed at the end of a winter season [48]–[51].
Seasonal snow almost never exceeds the critical density ρcrit =
0.55 g/cm
3 in which ice grains are arranged in a random-closed
packed structure [52], [53]. Only deep firn on glaciers and ice
sheets reaches the pore-closing density of 0.83 g/cm3 by sin-
tering and diffusion. The density 0.917 g/cm3 of solid ice is
obtained by high pressure [53], [54]. In the snow pit at the
test site, a snow density of 0.1 g/cm3 was measured in early
winter, which increased to 0.3 g/cm3 shortly before snow melt.
Snow density is never completely homogeneous but varies hor-
izontally and vertically [55], [56]. Horizontal variations on the
meter-scale can be addressed by the high spatial resolution
of an active microwave sensor, whereas vertical variations are
addressed in Section IV-G.
IV. METHOD
This section describes a method to determine the water
equivalent of an accumulating dry snow pack from time series
of differential interferograms. The method is based on the work
of [15], but extends it with a linear relation between phase delay
and ΔSWE, which—contrary to previous publications—does
not depend on snow density. In contrast to Guneriussen et al.
[15], who considered how snow affects InSAR-based elevation
models, our method is optimized to determine large ΔSWE
from time series of differential interferograms.
The temporal integration of differential interferograms
avoids the problem of phase wrapping, minimizes decorre-
lation, and can measure phase differences of many hundred
radians. The method is insensitive to orbit uncertainties and
atmospheric disturbances; therefore, it is well suited for air-
and space-borne sensors. The method is limited to dry snow,
as a sufficiently low liquid water content is required that
microwaves can still penetrate the snow volume. Further, the
radar wavelength must be significantly larger than the snow
grain size or other inhomogeneities or inclusions in the snow
pack, so that volume scattering can be neglected. Although the
presented method is easier to apply for lower frequencies, the
temporal resolution of the SSI of only 4 h allowed us to apply
this method even at 16 GHz. The successful application of this
methods demonstrates not only a new method to determine
accurately large ΔSWE, but also shows that volume scattering
can still be neglected at such high frequencies as 16 GHz.
In the following section, we describe the general method how
to take advantage of a series of differential interferograms to
determine the total phase-delay induced by a dry snow pack
and discuss how the method can be applied for space-borne sen-
sors. Then, we extend the basic method with a multifrequency
approach to reconstruct lost phase cycles, which occur at high
radar frequencies and for large ΔSWE. We show that ΔSWE is
an almost linear function of phase difference, and analyze the
relevant approximations with respect to snow density and inci-
dence angle. We finish this section by extending the method to
a snow pack with an arbitrary number of layers.
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A. Integration of the Differential Phase
The integration of phase differences obtained from a time
series of differential interferograms makes it possible to
separate phase fluctuations, which are not correlated in time,
from phase drifts which increase or decrease significantly in
time.
Definition 1: Let φsignal(t) be a phase signal, which increases
over time, reaches values of many radians and is not wrapped
(not given by modulo 2π).
Definition 2: Let φfluct.(t) be a phase fluctuation, which
fluctuates by a few radians around zero.
The total phase signal is then given as
φ(t) = φsignal(t) + φfluct.(t). (4)
With differential interferometry, the absolute phase differ-
ence cannot be determined. Only the relative phase difference
modulo 2π is measurable. When two measurements are avail-
able, one at t = t0 and one at t = t1, the measured phase
difference would be
φ(t1, t0) = [ (φsignal + φfluct.) (t1)
− (φsignal + φfluct.) (t0)] mod 2π. (5)
As a result of the modulo operation, the information φsignal
is now covered by the unknown fluctuation φfluct. and cannot be
retrieved from φ(t1, t0). However, with an infinitely dense sam-
pling in time, the difference (5) takes the form of a differential
dφ, which makes it possible to retrieve the unwrapped phase









(φsignal + φfluct.) (t)
= φsignal(t1, t0) + φfluct.(t1, t0). (6)
Phase wraps are hence avoided and the original signal
φsignal(t) can be extracted. By definition of the two signals, the
signal-to-noise ratio increases for an increasing total phase dif-
ference, as the sum of fluctuations does not increase due to
their mean value around zero. In a realistic case, an infinitely
dense sampling will be replaced by a discrete sampling with an
interval of Δt = ti+1 − ti. As long as both the signal φsignal(t)
and the fluctuations φfluct. behave continuously in time and vary
slow enough that no phase wraps occur, the condition
|(φsignal + φfluct.) (ti+1)− (φsignal + φfluct.) (ti)| < π (7)
is fulfilled. This condition is required, as the phase differ-
ence φ(ti+1)− φ(ti) can only be determined between ±π by
applying the two-argument variant of the arctangent on the
complex-valued interferometric coherence. For high radar fre-
quencies and heavy snowfall between two acquisitions, this
condition can be violated which results in phase-wrapping
errors. As shown in Section IV-E, this condition can be circum-
vented, and lost phase cycles can be recovered by applying a
multifrequency approach.
As long as condition (7) is fulfilled or lost phase cycles can
be recovered, (6) can be replaced by
φ(tN , t0) =
i=N∑
i=0
(φsignal + φfluct.) (ti+1)− (φsignal + φfluct.) (ti)
= φsignal(tN , t0) + φfluct.(tN , t0) (8)
which is applicable for acquisitions done with a finite sampling
interval.
B. Coherence Considerations
A key requirement for the method is that the interferometric
coherence is maintained between two succeeding acquisitions.
If the coherence is lost, two consecutive time series have to be
joined, which are connected by an incoherent gap where the
phase difference is lost. Even when the missing phase differ-
ence is set to zero, phase noise from the adjacent interferograms
before and after the incoherent gap does not cancel out, as
it would be the case for a completely coherent time series.
Too many incoherent gaps will, therefore, degrade the overall
signal-to-noise ratio.
A main reason for coherence loss of snow-covered terrain
is a change of liquid water content in the snow volume due to
positive temperatures, melting, or rain. Coherence loss during
temperatures below zero can be observed when strong winds
lead to a redistribution of snow. Both effects, melting and redis-
tribution, cause a change in SWE. Coherence loss at constant
SWE might be observable when, e.g., weak layers in the snow
structure collapse by gravity or external forces. Also, vegetation
above the snow cover can influences the coherence, when plants
deform by the weight of snow or just by wind. Consequently,
interpolating incoherent gaps by zero or nonzero phase val-
ues has to be done carefully to avoid additional errors in SWE
estimation.
In order to minimize the loss of coherence while retaining
the sensitivity to small changes in SWE, the radar frequency
and the temporal resolution must be chosen appropriately.
High frequencies allow an accurate retrieval of ΔSWE but
are very sensitive to wet snow and phase wrapping errors.
With lower frequencies, the coherence decays slower, liquid
water has a less limiting effect on the penetration depth and
phase-wrapping errors are less likely. Still, SWE retrieval is
less accurate due to longer wavelengths. The optimal radar fre-
quency and sampling interval have to be chosen according to
the expected air temperatures and according to the expected
amount of snowfall between two acquisitions.
C. Initial Phase Value φ(t0)
With the described method it is only possible to deter-
mine a time series of phase differences φ(t, t0) starting at
time t0, which is then used to determine ΔSWE(t, t0). For
the determination of the total SWE(t), the first acquisition
must be done before the first snowfall and coherence should
never be lost. However, quite often winter starts with a mix
of warm and cold temperatures, leading to some accumulation
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of wet snow, which freezes when temperatures drop constantly
below zero. As wet snow leads to a strong decrease in coher-
ence, our methods works best for regions which are covered
only with dry snow. In order to capture this initial accumu-
lation of wet snow, low enough radar frequencies must be
used, which are less sensitive to the liquid water content of
snow so that coherence is maintained during the early winter
precipitation.
For higher frequencies, an assumption has to be made
to estimate the initial quantity SWE(t0) to determine the
total SWE(t) = ΔSWE(t, t0) + SWE(t0). A wrong assump-
tion about SWE(t0) adds an additional error source to the
method. However, often early winter snow melts and con-
tributes not or only little to the winter snow pack.
D. Application on Air- and Space-Borne Sensors
For single-frequency systems, (7) is very restrictive and
is only easy to fulfill for ground-based instruments with a
high temporal resolution or low enough frequencies. For air-
and space-borne systems, reference points (corner reflectors or
other permanent scatterers not affected by snow or even dis-
tributed targets like snow free mountain valleys) are necessary
to reduce orbit uncertainties, system drifts and atmospheric
delays below π. Phase errors larger than π are acceptable if they
increase continuously with distance from a reference point (as it
is, e.g., the case for atmospheric or ionospheric delays) to allow
spatial phase unwrapping. Phase errors fulfilling Definition 2
average out compared to the signal of interest which fulfills
Definition 1.
Unfortunately, systematic phase errors resulting, e.g., from
imprecise digital elevation models do not fulfill Definition 2
and mix with the signal of interest φsignal. However, the phase
error due to topography (height sensitivity given by dφ/dz =
4πB⊥
λR sin θ [33]) can be kept small if the interferometric baseline
B⊥ is much smaller than the product λ ·R of radar wavelength
and distance R to the target. Soil deformation on the order of
millimeter would bias the snow signal by a few millimeter but
can be neglected according to (2).
Coherence loss and lost phase cycles are currently the major
drawbacks for the application of differential interferometry on
air- and space-borne acquisitions. We analyzed time series of
differential interferograms taken by the satellite TerraSAR-X
at 9.65 GHz over snow-covered terrain and observed a strong
coherence loss within the repeat time of 11 days. Furthermore,
the phase difference at X-band wraps from π to −π already
at a change in SWE below 9mm, which is possible to happen
within 11 days. However, a less sensitive method has been sug-
gested to estimate the depth of fresh snow by using polarimetric
phase differences [58]. This method could help to estimate
lost phase cycles. Further, a reduction of the radar frequency
to 1 GHz makes phase-wrapping very unlikely as phase-wraps
occur not until a ΔSWE of more than 80 mm. Therefore,
air- and space-borne systems are suited to apply our method
when low enough frequencies are used. Low-frequency sys-
tems with high repeat times like TanDEM-L [34] are promising
candidates.
Fig. 6. Displacement, measured with two different frequencies (fj and fk)
by differential interferometry, is represented by a phase tuple (ψj ,ψk). Phases
which exceed ±π (gray) are wrapped into a square between ±π. As long as the
phase tuples (φj , φk) which belong to different multiples of 2π do not occupy
the same space between ±π, lost phase cycles can be recovered.
E. Multifrequency/Delta-k Extension
For frequencies of several GHz, the probability of phase-
wrapping caused by large changes in SWE increases. In this
section, we describe how lost phase cycles can be recovered
with a multifrequency approach to circumvent the limiting con-
dition of (7). The approach applies for radar sensors, which
either have a sufficiently large bandwidth or which operate in
at least two different frequency bands. This approach is closely
related to delta-k and multifrequency methods to determine the
absolute phase of an SAR interferogram [24], [35], [36].
Let ΔL be an optical path delay of the signal. Let fj and
fk be the center frequencies of the two frequency bands with
j, k = 1, . . . , N with N being the total number of available
frequency bands. For the jth frequency band, the resulting
phase difference is then given by ψj = 2πΔL/λj , which can
exceed 2π for delays larger than the wavelength λj . As the two-
argument variant of the arctangent returns only values between
±π the measured phase differences φj and φk for two different
frequency bands are related to the total phase differences ψj
and ψk by
ψj = φj + n · 2π = 2πΔL
λj
(9)
ψk = φk +m · 2π = 2πΔL
λk
(10)
with two integer numbers n,m ∈ Z. The frequency ratio fj/fk
must not be a too simple fraction a/b (with not too small inte-
gers a, b ∈ N) as, otherwise, phase-tuples (φj , φk) are mapped
on each other by phase wrapping in the space between −π and
π (Fig. 6) for different unwrapped phase values (ψj , ψk). To
avoid ambiguous mapping, the relative difference of two fre-
quencies 12 |fj − fk|/|fj + fk| must be larger than the relative
phase noise φnoise/(2π). The unwrapped phase values (ψj , ψk)
can be determined by solving
|(φj + n · 2π)− fj
fk
(φk +m · 2π)| ≤ φnoise (11)
for the two integer numbers n,m which are closest to zero. For
a noise-free system, φnoise would be zero. In a realistic system,
φnoise corresponds to the expected phase noise, which depends
on the magnitude of the coherence and the system. Solving
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Fig. 7. The phase delay due to snow can be calculated from the optical path
length difference ΔR = nsnowΔRs −ΔRa. Microwaves propagate the dis-
tance ΔRs (solid line) in snow with the permittivity (ρs) = n2snow and the
distance ΔRa (dashed) in air. The resulting phase difference is given in (14).
Rs = Ra is the distance from the sensor to the common wave front.
(11) corresponds to finding a line parametrized by ψk(ψj) for a
two-frequency system in a (two-dimensional) 2-D-space. When
more frequencies are available, the line ψk(ψj1 , . . . , ψjN−1)
will be defined in an N-dimensional space. This has the
advantage that phase-tuples (φ1, . . . , φN ) are much less likely
mapped onto each other which simplifies the determination of
the integer tuples (n,m, . . .) to determine the absolute phase
values.
F. Proportionality of the Differential Phase and ΔSWE
This section shows that there is a nearly linear dependence
between ΔSWE and the signal delay, measured by the differ-
ential phase ΔΦ. The signal delay can be derived from the
geometry illustrated in Fig. 7. Let P be a point on the ground
which is covered by snow of a height ΔZs. After traveling
the distance Rs from the sensor, an optical beam with plane
wave fronts will be refracted at point Q to reach point P after
propagating a distance ΔRs in snow with permittivity . For
snow free conditions, after traveling Ra = Rs from the sensor,
the optical beam will pass the point Q′ without refraction, and
will reach point P after propagating the distance ΔRa in air.
The difference ΔR in the optical path length, which describes
the delay due to snow relative to snow free conditions, is
given by
ΔR = (Rs +
√
 ·ΔRs)− (Ra +ΔRa). (12)
Replacing first ΔRs = ΔZs/cos θs, ΔRa = ΔRs cos(θ −
θs) and applying the cosine addition theorem and rewriting then
sin θ = n sin θs by Snell’s law (n =
√
 being the refractive
index of snow) and replacing cos θs =
√














The same path delay results when the depth of an already
existing snow cover changes by a positive or negative ΔZs due
to snow redistribution or snowfall while the underlying layers
Fig. 8. Left: the expression ξ(θ, ρs) as defined in (14) has an almost linear
dependence on snow density for a wide range of incidence angles θ. Right:
comparison of ξ(θ, ρs) (solid lines) with the approximation ξ′′(θ, ρs) (dashed
lines) for α = 1 and different densities over incidence angle.
remain unchanged. In both cases, the resulting two-way phase










The incoming radar beam vector is defined by ki = 2πλ with
λ being the central wavelength of the radar. The radar incidence
angle with respect to the snow surface is given by θ. The same
expression was derived by [15, eq. (6)] and was approximated
for the special case of ERS acquisitions and low snow densi-
ties [15, eq. (8)]. Here, we analyze the linearity of the term
ξ(θ, ρs) to derive a more general, still simple and invertible
linear function ΔΦs(ΔSWE).
The snow density dependent term ξ(θ, ρs) shows an almost
linear dependence on ρs [Fig. 8(left)]. However, a good series
expansion of the square root fails due to a limited convergence
radius of the Taylor series, consequently ξ can only be approx-
imated for small ρs and θ. For ρs < 0.4 g/cm3, with respect to
(3), the factor ξ can be rewritten as
















The expression ξ′ deviates significantly for larger snow den-
sities from ξ as defined in (14). However, it can be shown
numerically that (16) can be replaced by a very similar expres-
sion, which is valid for all possible densities of snow and ice
and a wide range of incidence angles and which deviates only
by a few percent from the exact expression ξ. It is given by






The factor 1.59 was determined empirically but coincides
with a1 in (3) when approximating (14) for low densities and
small incidence angles. For a fixed α = 1, the approximation
ξ′′ deviates from the exact solution ξ by a few percent at large
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Fig. 9. Left: the optimal value of α, used in (17) to minimize the RMSE of
|ξ′′ − ξ|, depends on incidence angle and the maximum expected snow density
ρs ≤ ρmax. Right: using the optimal value αopt, the RMSE of |ξ′′ − ξ| is below
3% for θ < 50◦ (black contours). For a fixed α = 1, the maximum error is
below 10% for θ < 50◦ but increases significantly for larger incidence angles
(gray contours).
θ and ρs [Fig. 8(right)]. To compensate for this deviation, an
optimal α was determined by minimizing the RMSE of |ξ − ξ′′|
within the considered range of snow densities, 0 ≤ ρs ≤ ρmax,
and for a fixed θ. Fig. 9(left) shows the optimal values for α.
The optimal α is very close to 1 for common incidence angles
(< 50◦). Interestingly, the nonlinear form of ξ compensates the
nonlinear dependence of (ρs) so that ξ′′, using αopt, deviates
not more than 3% RMS from the exact solution ξ for all snow
densities and incidence angles θ < 50◦ [Fig. 9(right)]. For a
fixed α = 1 and θ < 50◦, the maximum error |ξ − ξ′′|/ξ is
below 10%. For the SnowScat experiment with ρs < 0.4 cm3,
θ ≤ 65◦ and using αopt an error below 7% is expected. For the
special case of ERS data (θ = 23◦) and snow of very low den-
sity (α = 1.02), ξ′′(θ, ρs) converges to the factor 0.87·ρs which
was obtained by [15].
A linear relation between the differential phase ΔΦs and
ΔSWE is now obtained by replacing ξ with ξ′′ in (14) and
writing (1) as ΔSWE = ΔZs · ρs/ρw using a constant snow
density ρs:






The sensitivity analysis (Fig. 9) shows that this approx-
imation is valid for a wide range of incidence angles and
densities.
G. Effect of Layered Snow Pack
Equation (14) and its approximation (18) were derived by
assuming a constant snow density. This section extents the
description to a multilayer snow pack with different densities
as it is typically found in nature.
The geometry of a multilayer system is shown in Fig. 10.
An electromagnetic wave starting from the point Q1 on the
common wave front is refracted at each layer boundary until
it reaches the point P on the ground. The snow-free reference
path (straight line connecting Q′ on the common wave front and
P ) can be split into parallel sections ΔRa,j (dashed) of the same
total length. The sections ΔRa,j correspond to the snow free
optical path, which would have a single layer in the geometry of
Fig. 10. The Phase delay for a multilayer system is given by the sum of indi-
vidual delays per layer. The individual delays are described by (14) using
 = (ρj) for each specific layer j, but keeping θ as the radar incidence at
the snow surface. The density ρj does not necessarily have to increase toward
the ground.
Fig. 7. By summing the optical path-differences for each layer,





The delay caused by each layer can be described directly
by (14). The propagation angle in the first layer of snow is
given by the radar incidence angle θ and Snell’s law nair sin θ =
n1 sin θ1. The incidence angle in the next layer is given by the
refraction indices of the first and second layer by n1 sin θ1 =
n2 sin θ2 and so on, so that the propagation angle of the
jth layer can be calculated with respect to the original radar
incidence angle θ by
nair sin θ = nj sin θj . (20)
Equation (14) describes the phase difference measured from
a common wave front to the target, once measured perpendicu-
lar to the wavefront (free space path, Q′P in Fig. 7) and once
under the propagation angle in the medium with dielectric con-
stant  (path in snow, Q . . . P in Fig. 7). This principle applies
at each wavefront 1 . . . N in a layered medium (Fig. 10). For
each layer, the free space path is given by Q′jQj+1 and the path
in snow by QjQj+1. It follows that the total expected phase








j − sin2 θ
)
. (21)
Approximation (17) can be applied here as well, as the radar
incidence angle θ does not depend on the snow pack. It follows
that (21) is equivalent with (18), when writing terms, which do
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Fig. 11. Left: relative standard deviation σΔΦs/〈ΔΦs〉 of the differential phase
with respect to a system of 10 layers with a fixed, total ΔSWE but random
thickness and density. The density of each layer was chosen between 0 and
ρmax. Right: relative RMSE between ΔΦs from the exact solution (21) and the
approximation (22) for α = 1 (fixed) for the system of 10 layers.
Hence, assuming that (17) is valid, there is a linear relation
between ΔSWE and the differential phase ΔΦs for a natural
snow pack, which consists of an arbitrary number of layers with
different densities.
Due to the slight nonlinear dependence of (14) on ρs, differ-
ent phase differences ΔΦs are expected when the total ΔSWE
is kept constant, but layers with different densities ρs,j are
assumed. To estimate the expected range of phase values, ΔΦs
was calculated for a system of 10 snow layers with a ran-
dom density distribution and a random thickness distribution.
The layer thickness was uniformly distributed and normal-
ized to get a constant ΔSWE. The densities ρs,j were normal
distributed between 0.01 and ρmax, where ρmax < ρice is the
maximum expected snow density, which could occur in the
simulated, layered snow pack. The relative standard deviation
σΔΦs/〈ΔΦs〉 for the ensemble of 10 random layers with con-
stant ΔSWE was found to be below 4% for all snow densities
and θ < 50◦ [Fig. 11(left)]. For the system parameters and snow
conditions of the SnowScat experiment, the relative standard
deviation is estimated to be below 7%. The relative RMSE
between the exact solution for a multilayer model (21) and the
approximation for a fixed α = 1 (22) is below 6% for θ < 50◦
[Fig. 11(right)].
Concluding the theory, the analysis of the systematic errors
for a single layer and the statistically distributed errors for
a multilayer model showed that (22) is a valid approxima-
tion, which allows to determine ΔSWE with an accuracy
of a few percent. For an optimal α and common incidence
angles < 50◦, the total error can be estimated by summing
the errors of Fig. 9(right) and 11(left): √(3%)2 + (6%)2 ≈
7%. For a fixed α = 1, the total error can be estimated
summing the errors of Figs. 9(right), 11(left), and 11(right):√
(6%)2 + (4%)2 + (6%)2 ≈ 9%. For the SnowScat using an
optimal α and incidence angles up to 65◦, a maximum error of√
(7%)2 + (7%)2 ≈ 10% can be expected.
V. DATA PROCESSING
ΔSWE was determined by processing raw data of the SSI
into differential interferograms, which were then analyzed with
the method of Section IV. The required processing steps to
determine ΔSWE are described in the following sections.
A. Raw Data to Single Look Complex
For each azimuth and elevation angle, the SSI scanned the
full frequency bandwidth, resulting in 2800 IQ-value pairs, one
pair per frequency step. Each pair represents the amplitude and
phase measured by the receiving antenna with respect to an
internal oscillator. The full measured spectrum was windowed
with a Hamming window of bandwidth bw to select a center
frequency f . The bandwidth bw is defined as the full-width-of-
half-maximum (FWHM) of the Hamming window. The result-
ing frequency-domain-signal was converted into time-domain
by an energy-preserving Fourier transform, obeying Parseval’s
identity. The time-domain signal S(r) was windowed to valid
ranges r between 10 and 29m, corresponding to the first ground
reflection at nadir and a far range reflection at about θ = 70◦.
In order to compensate, the decreasing backscatter intensity in
range, the amplitude S(r) was multiplied by r2. The antenna
pattern was not corrected, as it acts as a natural weighting
function for the signal-to-noise ratio. As for the interferometric
processing only the phase of the signal is of interest, no nor-
malized radar cross section signal σ0 (NRCS) was processed.
Each time-domain signal S(r) measured at time t represents
a one-dimensional (1-D) SLC acquisition. Time-series of SLC
acquisitions S(r, t) were used in the interferometric processing.
B. Interferometric Processing
Differential interferograms were formed from the complex
coherence γ = |γ| expiφ between each pair of acquisitions
measured at t1 and t2 > t1. The coherence was calculated as
γ (t2, t1) =
∑r=r1
r=r0
S(r, t2) · S(r, t1)∗√(∑r=r1
r=r0
|S(r, t2)|2
) · (∑r=r1r=r0 |S(r, t1)|2) .
(23)
For two consecutive acquisitions measured at time ti+1 and
ti, the differential phase is given by φ = φ(ti+1)− φ(ti). Time
series of differential phases were used for summation accord-
ing to (8). From this equation, the total phase difference ΔΦs =
φ(t, t0) was obtained for a given time t (= tN ) during the win-
ter with respect to a reference acquisition at time t0 when the
dry snow period started.
The size of the coherence window was adapted for two cases:
1) in order to cover the antenna footprint of 1–6 m, a win-
dow size of 60–300 pixels was used (depending on incidence
angle) and 2) in order to create spatially high resolution maps,
a window size of 20 pixels, corresponding to 35 cm slant-range
resolution, was used.
Coregistration can be required if the backscatter-patterns
S(r) of both acquisitions are displaced with respect to each
other, either by sensor displacement or by a signal delay
caused by snow. For interferograms with a temporal base-
line of Δt = 4 h, no coregistration was required. For larger
temporal baselines, coregistration was required when heavy
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snowfall occurred between two acquisitions. For Δt > 30 days,
coregistration failed partially due to complete decorrelation.
To minimize decorrelation, a temporal baseline of 4 h was
used to calculate ΔΦs and to determine ΔSWE. While the
coherence magnitude |γ| was always very close to one for
dry snow, it was highly reduced during periods of wet snow.
Therefore, the reference acquisition was chosen in November
when temperatures dropped below zero and the coherence
showed stable values close to one. ΔΦs was summed until
April/May, when snow melt caused a sudden loss of the coher-
ence (|γ| ≈ 0.4), and no reliable phase differences could be
obtained any more (a detailed analysis of the coherence is given
in Sections VI-E and VI-F).
The phase differences of acquisition pairs with γ < cmin were
excluded and set to zero. During periods of dry snow, the
coherence was always above 0.9, so that the threshold set to
cmin = 0.5 did not affect the calculation of ΔSWE. However,
ΔSWE estimates during wet snow periods in November and
April were improved by a threshold of 0.5.
C. Determination of SWE
After calculating ΔΦs by phase integration, the total phase
difference was converted into ΔSWE according to (18)
ΔSWE(t, t0) =
ΔΦs(t, t0)
α · ki(1.59 + θ5/2) (24)
The parameter α was chosen according to the incidence
angle θ and for ρmax < 0.3 according to Fig. 9(left). For the
time-series analysis, the elevation angle θ from the instrument
settings was used, as only the mean differential phase within
the antenna footprint was determined. In order to compare the
obtained ΔSWE with terrestrial laser-scanner data, the inci-
dence angle was calculated for each range sample with respect
to the system geometry. The free-space wave vector ki = 2πλ
follows from the selected central frequency f .
The frequency-range of 9–18 GHz in which the SSI oper-
ates involves two additional complications: loss of coherence
during periods of wet snow as well as phase-wrapping dur-
ing periods of intense snow fall. Lost phase cycles were
reconstructed with the two frequency-approach described in
Section IV-E. Coherence loss appeared in early winter until
the time t0 when the dry snow period started. The loss of
coherence made it impossible to determine the initial SWE(t0),
which accumulated before the time t0 and froze afterward.
Therefore, SWE(t0) was estimated from the GWI and added to
ΔSWE(t, t0) obtained from (24) to determine the total SWE(t).
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Time series ΔSWE(t) were derived at central frequencies
of 10.2 and 16.8 GHz. Both time series were validated with
ground measurements and were compared with each other.
Using the two-frequency approach as well as a polarimetric
analysis, we show that dry snow is still transparent at 16 GHz.
In the last two sections, the temporal evolution of the coherence
as well as the coherence decay for different snow conditions is
discussed.
Fig. 12. SWE derived for sector 1 compared to measurements of the GWI,
the AWS and the snow pit. The SnowScat data (ensemble of gray lines) were
processed using a two-frequency approach with 10.2 and 12.5 GHz and a band-
width of 2 GHz. The coherence threshold was set to 0.5. The time t0, when
SWE(t0) was set, is indicated by a dashed gray line in November or early
December. In April, a second vertical dashed line indicates the onset of snow
melt.
A. Time Series of SWE over Four Winter Seasons
ΔSWE(t) derived from the SSI was compared with SWE
measurements obtained from the AWS, the GWI and manual
SWE measurement from the snow pit. All available data from
the SSI, 4 years for sector 1, and 3 years for sector 2, were
processed.
For each sector, time series ΔSWE(t, t0) were calculated
separately for each azimuth- and elevation-subsector. The indi-
vidual time series of each subsector are shown together as an
ensemble of gray lines in the background of Figs. 12 and 13.
The time t0 of the reference acquisition, at which each time
series ΔSWE(t, t0) started, is indicated for each year by a ver-
tical dashed line in November or early December. The initial
value SWE(t0), which was estimated from the GWI, is given
for each year above a horizontal gray line. A second vertical
dashed line indicates the onset of snow melt in April.
The results of sector 1 obtained at 10.2 GHz (plus 12.5 GHz
to recover lost phase cycles) follow accurately the values
obtained from the GWI, the AWS and the snowpit measure-
ments during the dry snow period (Fig. 12). Within each winter,
ΔSWE(t, t0) reaches values between 150 and 250 mm. Each
year in autumn, 15–71 mm of wet snow accumulated until t0,
which could not be measured at the frequency spectrum of the
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Fig. 13. SWE derived for sector 2 compared to measurements of the GWI,
the AWS and the snow pit. Same processing settings as in Fig. 12 (f1 =
10.2GHz, f2 = 12.5GHz). Sector 2 is surrounded by trees, therefore, a few
millimeter less SWE compared to sector 1 is expected. At December 12, 2012
(lowest panel), the sector was cleared from snow. SWE(t0) was set to 10 mm
instead of 0 mm for better visual comparison.
instrument due to a limited penetration depth. After the onset
of snow melt in early April, the time series show unreliable
results, again due to a very limited penetration depth. Compared
to sector 1, sector 2 was covered with about 20 mm less SWE
(Fig. 13). As sector 2 is located between trees, some precip-
itation was presumably screened by surrounding trees. In the
last season of the experiment, sector 2 was manually cleaned
from snow on December 12, 2012. For a better visual compar-
ison, SWE(t) was, therefore, set to 10 mm for all instruments
in December when the snow was removed (lower panel of
Fig. 13).
Systematic deviations were found between SWE(t) obtained
from the SSI and SWE obtained from the AWS (dashed black
line in Figs. 12 and 13). While the AWS precipitation data devi-
ates significantly (up to 40 mm) from the SSI data on time scales
longer than weeks, the short-term signal of the AWS increases
quite parallel to the SSI data. In contrast to the AWS, SWE(t)
follows accurately the long-term trend of the GWI signal, which
is unfortunately quite noisy on timescales below weeks (max.
deviation up to ±30 mm SWE). As the AWS is located about
500 m north of the SSI, the systematic deviations can be partly
attributed to spatially varying precipitation.
In a more quantitative comparison, SWE values determined
at 10.2 GHz for all subsectors of sector 1 were correlated
with SWE values determined from AWS and GWI data dur-
ing dry snow periods (Fig. 14, upper left and right). As
already observed in the time-series, the GWI data are more
noisy, whereas the AWS shows systematic deviations. To ben-
efit from both the accurate short-term measurements of the
AWS and from the long term stability of the GWI, a syn-
thetic reference SWEREF was calculated by combining the
Fig. 14. SWE derived from SSI using a dual-frequency approach compared
with three different validation data sets. Upper left: SSI versus SWE derived
from the GWI by nuclear absorption measurements; upper right: SSI versus
accumulated precipitation from the AWS; lower left: SSI versus SWE calcu-
lated from a synthetic reference REF, which combined the AWS and GWI data
spectrally; lower right: SSI operating at 16.8 GHz (+14.5 GHz) versus SWE
from the synthetic reference REF.
low-frequency spectrum of the GWI (low-pass filtered, time
constant τ >14 days) and the high-frequency spectrum of the
AWS (high-pass filtered, time constant τ <14 days). SWEREF
correlates significantly better with SWESSI [Fig. 14(lower left)].
Compared to the GWI or AWS data, the RMSE is reduced from
8.1 and 14.1 to 5.4 mm.
The relative mean deviation (RMD), which is a measure for
the relative accuracy of the method, is given by
RMDSWEmin = mean




and was calculated for each validation instrument instr. ∈
{AWS, GWI, REF} and for SWE > SWEmin = 10mm. For
SWE between 10 and 220 mm, an RMD of only 4.5% was
found when the SSI data were compared with the synthetic
reference.
When increasing the frequency to 16.8 GHz (plus 14.5 GHz
to recover lost phase cycles) neither the RMSE nor the RMD
change significantly [Fig. 14(lower right)]. The fact that the
results at 10.2 GHz are almost identical to the results computed
at 16.8 GHz shows that the method works for X- and even
for Ku-band radar systems and that volume scattering for the
dry taiga snow found at the test site can still be neglected at
frequencies up to 16.8GHz.
B. Two-Frequency Extension
The multifrequency approach of Section IV-E improves the
computation of ΔSWE significantly. During heavy snowfall,
the phase difference measured by the SSI exceeded ±π within
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Fig. 15. Differential phase values φi+1 − φi which exceed ±π and “wrap
around” are indicated as black dots. Left: at 10.2 GHz, only a few phase wraps
occur. Right: at 16.8 GHz, a significant part of phase values are larger than ±π,
so that a two-frequency approach is required to derive the correct differential
phase.
Fig. 16. Left: SWE obtained at two different frequencies (10.2 and 16.8 GHz)
correlates with an RMSE of 4 mm, when using the dual frequency approach.
The excellent agreement indicates that volume scattering is still negligible
at 16.8 GHz. Right: in the single frequency approach, phase wraps cause a
significant underestimation of SWE at 16.8 GHz compared to 10.2 GHz.
4 h frequently. Fig. 15 shows scatter plots of measured phase
differences φi+1 − φi for the two frequency pairs used to com-
pute ΔSWE(t). Phase differences, which did not require the
reconstruction of lost phase cycles, are shown as gray dots
between ±π (inside the black squares of Fig. 15). Black dots
between ±π (inside the square) represent phase differences, for
which phase cycles were lost. These phase differences were
identified and unwrapped by solving (11). Not more than one
phase cycle was lost for any phase difference. The unwrapped
phase differences are shown as black dots outside of the square
in Fig. 15. While at 10.2 GHz only a few phase differences
exceeded π [Fig. 15(left)], already a significant fraction of the
phase differences measured at 16.8 GHz required unwrapping
[Fig. 15(right)].
A direct comparison of the dual- and single-frequency
approach is shown in Fig. 16. In contrast to the dual-frequency
method where SWE(t) agrees within 4 mm RMSE (and a max-
imum error of 14 mm), Fig. 16(left), phase wraps cause a
significant underestimation at 16.8 GHz in the single frequency
approach where the RMSE increases to 11 mm (and the maxi-
mum error to 68 mm), Fig. 16(right). The direct comparison of
the results for both frequencies confirms the conclusion of the
previous section that volume scattering is still largely negligible
at 16.8 GHz, at least for the typical taiga snow pack observed in
Sodankylä. The agreeing results show that the scattering center
was located at the snow-ground interface for both frequencies.
Fig. 17. Correlation of SWE computed for different polarizations at 16.8 GHz
with the dual-frequency approach (16.8 + 14.5 GHz). Left: the results at VV and
HH polarization agree within 3.7 mm RMSE. Right: at cross-pol (VH), SWE is
minimally underestimated by 2% compared to VV.
C. Polarization Dependence
The agreement between validation data and SWE derived
by differential interferometry (Fig. 14) is a strong indication
that volume scattering is minimal at 10 and even at 16 GHz.
For volume scattering, a polarization-dependent scattering cen-
ter was suggested which is located above the ground [57].
If the scattering-center of one of the polarizations VV, HH,
or VH were not at the snow-ground interface, the integrated
phase difference and consequently the estimated SWE would be
polarization dependent. In our analysis, no difference in SWE
was found between VV and HH polarization [Fig. 17(left)].
Compared to VV, 2% less SWE were derived for the VH polar-
ization [Fig. 17(right)]. The difference of 2% was found for all
four combinations of (VV and HH) with (VH and HV). No fre-
quency dependence was found and SWE derived from the VH
polarization was also 2% lower at 10.2 GHz.
Large crystals of depth hoar at the snow-soil interface might
be an explanation for the observed difference. Polarimetric
phase differences φVV − φHH of a few degree which were found
to be proportional to the depth of fresh fallen snow [58], are
too small to have an influence on SWE estimation, as phase
difference of up to 240 radians were measured in this paper.
The observation that the scattering center is the snow-ground
interface for every polarization, agrees with the previous con-
clusion that volume scattering of dry snow can still be neglected
at 16 GHz.
D. Comparison of SWE with Laser Scans
Despite the fact that SD does not necessarily correlate with
SWE, SD derived from a terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) was
compared with SWE computed from the SSI. The SD differ-
ence ΔSD was computed from differencing elevation models
measured by the TLS at two different times. The SWE differ-
ence (ΔSWE) was determined by integrating phase differences,
starting from the time of the first TLS acquisition until the
acquisition date of the second one. For cases, when the first
snow fall occurred after the first acquisition, integration was
started just before the first snow accumulated to avoid phase
noise originating from wet soil or melting snow.
As expected, ΔSWE correlates very weakly with ΔSD (scat-
ter plots in Fig. 18). Nevertheless, some patterns still match in
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Fig. 18. SD difference ΔSD compared with ΔSWE from the SSI. The dates of
the laser scanner acquisitions, from which ΔSD was obtained, are given above
the plots. First column: difference ΔSWE in radar coordinates. Second column:
ΔSD, converted into radar coordinates. Third column: scatter plots of ΔSWE
versus ΔSD. For the three lower rows, SnowScat data for both sectors, 1 and 2,
were available. The scatter plots contain data from both sectors: sector 1 (black
dots) and sector 2 (gray dots).
the 2-D-plots for ΔSWE and ΔSD, which are shown in the first
and second column of Fig. 18.
In the first row, the correlation is very weak. Snow temper-
atures were well below zero, so that ΔSWE was not affected
by a limited penetration. However, ΔSD was affected by snow
settling during the time of almost three months between the
acquisitions which reduced the correlation.
In the second row, the correlation over two months time dif-
ference seems to be higher. However, a large difference was
found between the two sectors. On sector 1, From January to
March 2011, 5-cm less snow accumulated but ΔSWE was a
few millimeter higher compared to sector 2 (second scatter plot
in Fig. 18). Lower values of ΔSD in the far-range of sector 1
suggest a stronger snow settling compared to the near-range,
which can be understood by a longer sun exposition. Air tem-
peratures barely below zero and webcam images support this
assumption.
For the third and fourth row of Fig. 18, ΔSWE was affected
by wet snow in October 2010 and November 2011 and SWE
retrieval was not very reliable due to a very low coherence.
Nevertheless, a weak correlation was found between October
2011 and December 2011 (last row). For the last two rows of
Fig. 18, ΔSD and ΔSWE were 5 cm and 10 mm smaller for sec-
tor 2, probably due to surrounding trees which absorbed some
precipitation.
The low correlation shows that no direct relation between
SD and SWE exists, even on very small spatial scales of a few
meter. Especially during winter, the comparison of height infor-
mation does not correspond to ΔSWE as snow settling causes
a change in snow height, even when SWE does not change.
E. Temporal Decorrelation of Multipass Coherence
Temporal decorrelation and wet snow are the main limiting
factors for a successful determination and integration of dif-
ferential phases. In this section, time series of the multipass
coherence γ [S(t), S(t−Δt)] between two consecutive acqui-
sitions with a temporal difference of Δt = 4 h are discussed
with respect to meteorological conditions, especially snow drift.
The time series of coherence are shown in Fig. 19 together with
the meteorological data of four winter seasons.
During periods of dry snow (limited by the vertical dashed
lines in Fig. 19), the magnitude of the coherence remained
very high |γ| > 0.994. As the dry snow was still transpar-
ent at 10–16 GHz, the coherence was primarily determined by
soil properties. Soil temperature but also soil moisture were
quite constant, due to the temperature insulating effect of snow.
Further, vegetation which was fixed within the snow volume
could not move and did, therefore, not affect the coherence.
After snow melt set in and air temperatures rose above zero, the
coherence decayed within hours to values of 0.3–0.7 and stayed
low until all snow had melted. At the end of May, when the soil
was snow free, |γ| increased to values of 0.7–0.994, but never
reached values as high as during the dry snow period. During
snow free conditions, soil moisture and vegetation affected by
wind altered the scattering properties of soil, consequently the
coherence was reduced.
While generally the coherence was very high in the dry-snow
period, a few events still caused a significant coherence loss
during winter. The most interesting event occurred during the
night from March 2 to March 3, 2010. Within a few hours, the
average coherence dropped continuously from 0.999 to 0.6 and
increased afterward continuously to 0.999 again. The coher-
ence did not decrease simultaneously for all subsectors, but
dropped at patches with different range and azimuth values at
different times. 15–20 mm SWE accumulated one day before
the event. Wind gust up to 15 m/s were observed by the AWS
during the event. Pictures from a webcam which captured the
test site every 15 min showed the development of sastrugi and
confirmed significant snow drift. Similar events, where snow
drift reduced the coherence happened at 27-01-2010, 02-01-
2012, and 29-12-2012 (black arrows in Fig. 19). Almost no
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Fig. 19. Meteorological data and temporal coherence (Δt = 4h) of consec-
utive acquisitions (sector 1) during the four seasons of the experiment. Air
temperature (2 m above ground), SD, the 6-h mean wind speed, and the 6-h
maximum wind gust speed were measured by the AWS. Two vertical dashed
lines delimit the dry snow period. The coherence magnitude |γ| was calcu-
lated for f = 10.2GHz, bw = 2GHz, θ = 30◦, azimuth subsectors were
averaged. To facilitate the identification of small coherence losses during the
dry-snow period, the y-axis was piecewise linearly scaled. Horizontal break
lines at |γ| = 0.994 and 0.95 separate different linear scales. A third gray-
dashed line indicates the coherence threshold of |γ| = 0.5, which was used to
determine SWE(t).
coherence loss was observed for dates with strong winds where
the snow has settled already.
A man-made coherence reduction was observed at 01-03-
2013 when a trench was dug into sector 1 (gray arrow in
Fig. 19). The trench was visible as a very local coherence loss
Fig. 20. Coherence decay shown as 2-D histogram for a temporal baseline Δt
from 0 to 60 days between two acquisitions. The coherence decay is shown
for 10.2 GHz (left) and 16.8 GHz (right). All acquisitions were coregistered to
compensate range-shifts due to a snow related signal delay.
in the near range of the instrument. Heavy snow fall without
wind drift reduced also the coherence, as an increasing signal
delay caused small shifts between acquisitions leading to a
weak misregistration of consecutive scenes. Wet snow falling
ontop of dry snow caused a major coherence loss between
11-04-2012 and 16-04-2012. Interestingly, after subsequent
refreezing the coherence recovered completely before snow
melt finally set in end of April.
Compared to air- or space-borne acquisitions, it surprises
that the coherence was very high during winter. While a strong
coherence loss is known for wet snow [16], [17] we show that
the coherence can be very high for dry snow, probably because
all vegetation at the test site was covered and fixed by snow. For
air- or space borne acquisitions the coherence will decay much
faster also for dry snow as vegetation, which is protruding from
the snow, will be moved slightly in its position due to weather
conditions and the weight of snow and will therefore reduce the
coherence.
F. Decay of Multipass Coherence
The large amount of acquisitions allowed us a detailed
insight into how the coherence decayed in time. The coherence
decay was analyzed for each of the three characteristic peri-
ods during the experiment: dry snow, snow melt, and no snow.
Statistical properties of the coherence γ(t, t−Δt) between two
acquisitions separated by the time Δt were determined. For
each acquisition at time t, γ was calculated for 50 randomly
selected acquisitions with Δt ranging between 4 h and 60 days.
Several ten-thousands of acquisition pairs were evaluated for
each of the three periods.
During the dry snow period, the coherence decayed almost
linearly from 1 to 0.7 within 20 to 30 days and decayed faster
for higher frequencies (Fig. 20). As already observed in the
previous section, the coherence during snow melt was very
low [mean between 0.25 and 0.4, Fig. 21(left)], and decayed
faster than the shortest time interval (4 h) between two consec-
utive acquisitions. As shown in Fig. 21(right) for snow free
conditions, the coherence decayed within 5 to 7 days below
0.7, but stayed significantly higher (mean between 0.4 and 0.6)
compared to snow melt. Because vegetation could move during
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Fig. 21. Coherence decay during snow melt (left) and snow free conditions
(right) at 10.2 GHz for Δt between 0 and 25 days. During snow melt, the coher-
ence decayed within less than 4 h (mid. April–mid. May) to values below 0.5.
In the summer season, the coherence shows a large variety of values but is
generally lower compared to dry snow conditions (Fig. 20).
snow free conditions, the coherence was lower compared to dry
snow conditions.
VII. CONCLUSION
We developed a method to derive ΔSWE from time series
of differential interferograms and extended the SWE depen-
dent phase delay, originally calculated by [15] to all realistic
densities of snow and also to inhomogeneous, layered snow
packs. A sensitivity analysis with respect to snow density and
incidence angle showed a very weak dependence on snow
density. Phase wraps, which occurred due to heavy snow accu-
mulation between two acquisitions, were reconstructed with a
two-frequency approach.
The method was successfully demonstrated by determining
ΔSWE up to 200 mm from radar acquisitions of the SSI at
frequencies between 10 and 16 GHz. The data was obtained
from dry taiga snow in northern Finland. The results agree
within an RMSE of ±5 to 15 mm SWE with validation mea-
surements, depending on which validation data set/instrument
was used.
Results obtained at 10 GHz agree within 4 mm SWE with
results at 16 GHz. The agreement between both frequencies is a
strong indication that volume scattering in dry taiga-type snow,
as it was present at the test site, can still be neglected at 16 GHz.
SWE data determined at different polarizations agreed within
2%–3% and support the observation that the main scattering
center is located at the soil-snow interface.
The coherence decay was analyzed in detail. During peri-
ods of dry snow, a very high coherence was maintained
which decayed within 20–30 days. For wet snow, the coher-
ence decayed in less than 4 h. For dry snow, the coherence
was exceptionally stable, as all vegetation was covered by the
snow volume and was not affected by weather. When consider-
ing air- or space-borne SAR acquisitions, vegetation above the
snow will cause decorrelation, as the load of snow on vegetation
will quickly change with meteorological conditions, causing a
fast rearrangement of scatterers, resulting in a fast coherence
decay. Consequently, the method, which relies on differential
interferograms, is better suited to regions with low vegetation
covered by snow.
With our method applied at frequencies above 10 GHz, we
showed that large ΔSWE of dry snow can be accurately deter-
mined for regions with long periods of cold temperatures. The
method might also be suitable for regions with partially wet
snow like alpine regions, when lower frequencies are used
which can penetrate wet snow and which are less sensitive to
temporal decorrelation and phase wrapping. A radar system
with a high repeat time operating at low frequencies might be
best suited for the proposed method. At lower frequencies, it
might even be possible to determine the total SWE (t) including
the first layer of wet early winter snow. The optimal frequency
has to be determined by a tradeoff between high accuracy from
short wavelengths and an increasing robustness at low frequen-
cies with respect to penetration into wet snow and loss of
coherence. Using snow free reference points on the ground and
fast repeat cycles, future space-borne SAR sensors should be
able to use the proposed method to determine SWE(t).
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